
T H A N K  YO U !
FOR MAKING EVERYTHING, EVERY DAY POSSIBLE.

$143,132 
worth of bus rides and 

GDS 360 programming 
provided to �nancial 

aid recipients

93 
�eld trips with CEEL 

(Community Engagement 
and Experiential Learning)

162 
novels provided to Middle 

Schoolers for their own note 
taking and to add to their 

personal bookshelves

Here are just a few of the things you and other Hopper Fund donors have already made possible this year:



4200 Davenport Street, NW
Washington, DC 20016

Dear [SALUTATION],

It’s the time of year for re�ecting back, looking ahead, 
and celebrating community. By making Georgetown 
Day School a philanthropic priority in the �rst half of 
this school year, you are ensuring the success of our 
students and sustaining our mission. Thank you! 
 
You are an important part of what makes GDS special, 
and I am so grateful that you have chosen to strengthen 
our community by making a contribution. 

Your gift may be opening doors today, but your impact 
will be felt for years to come.

 
In gratitude,

A S H L E Y  D O H E RT Y
Director of Annual Giving



Dear [SALUTATION],

It’s the time of year for re�ecting back, looking ahead, and 
celebrating friendships. That includes the relationships you 
formed with your Georgetown Day School classmates while 
researching class projects, practicing for performances and 
games, and exploring hands-on learning beyond campus.
 
For many current students, these cherished bonds would not 
be possible without your generosity. Thank you for making a 
gift to GDS in the �rst half of the school year. Your support has 
an immediate impact that ensures the success of our 
students, engages our community, and sustains our mission. 
 
You are an important part of what makes GDS special, and I 
am so grateful that you have chosen to strengthen our 
community by making a contribution. As you know, the bonds 
formed at this School can last a lifetime. So will your impact.

In gratitude,

A S H L E Y  D O H E RT Y
Director of Annual Giving

4200 Davenport Street, NW
Washington, DC 20016


